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Abstract

Passive prosthetic legs require undesirable compensations from amputee users to avoid stubbing obstacles and stairsteps.

Powered prostheses can reduce those compensations by restoring normative joint biomechanics, but the absence of user propri-

oception and volitional control combined with the absence of environmental awareness by the prosthesis increases the risk of

collisions. This paper presents a novel stub avoidance controller that automatically adjusts prosthetic knee/ankle kinematics

based on suprasensory measurements of environmental distance from a small, lightweight, low-power, low-cost ultrasonic sensor

mounted above the prosthetic ankle. In a case study with two transfemoral amputee participants, this control method reduced

the stub rate during stair ascent by 89.95% and demonstrated an 87.5% avoidance rate for crossing different obstacles on

level ground. No thigh kinematic compensation was required to achieve these results. These findings demonstrate a practical

perception solution for powered prostheses to avoid collisions with stairs and obstacles while restoring normative biomechanics

during daily activities.
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Automatic Stub Avoidance for a Powered Prosthetic
Leg over Stairs and Obstacles

Shihao Cheng, Curt A. Laubscher, and Robert D. Gregg

Abstract—Passive prosthetic legs require undesirable compen-
sations from amputee users to avoid stubbing obstacles and
stairsteps. Powered prostheses can reduce those compensations by
restoring normative joint biomechanics, but the absence of user
proprioception and volitional control combined with the absence
of environmental awareness by the prosthesis increases the risk of
collisions. This paper presents a novel stub avoidance controller
that automatically adjusts prosthetic knee/ankle kinematics based
on suprasensory measurements of environmental distance from a
small, lightweight, low-power, low-cost ultrasonic sensor mounted
above the prosthetic ankle. In a case study with two transfemoral
amputee participants, this control method reduced the stub rate
during stair ascent by 89.95% and demonstrated an 87.5% avoid-
ance rate for crossing different obstacles on level ground. No thigh
kinematic compensation was required to achieve these results.
These findings demonstrate a practical perception solution for
powered prostheses to avoid collisions with stairs and obstacles
while restoring normative biomechanics during daily activities.

I. INTRODUCTION

Passive prosthetic legs enable individuals with lower-limb
loss to perform daily activities such as level walking (LW).
However, these devices require significant compensations (e.g.,
hip hiking, hip circumduction, and/or vaulting) from the user
to achieve foot clearance [1]. The lack of precise control and
proprioception contributes to a high rate of stumbles, trips,
and falls for transfemoral prosthesis users [2]–[4]. Passive
devices also cannot provide the positive mechanical work
needed for activities such as ramp ascent and stair ascent (SA),
which are only possible with additional compensations from
intact joints [5], [6]. The associated overuse of intact joints
increases the risk of secondary musculoskeletal injuries in the
amputee population [7]. Emerging powered prostheses have
demonstrated advantages over passive or quasi-passive devices
by providing net-positive mechanical work and active control
[8]–[12].

Powered prostheses typically replicate normative able-
bodied (AB) joint kinematics and/or kinetics using sensor
feedback analogous to biological proprioception (e.g., joint
angles, limb angles, loads) [13]. While this control philosophy
can improve prosthesis biomimicry and gait symmetry [14]–
[16], these devices generally lack higher-level perception to
adjust the joint trajectories to risky foot placements on stairs
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Fig. 1. (A) Conceptual diagram of the stub avoidance controller based on the
ultrasonic sensor distance measurement (dst) during stance phase for both stair
ascending and obstacle crossing. Extra knee (∆θkne) and ankle (∆θank) flexions
are applied based on an inverse relation of measured distance to prevent
prosthetic foot stubbing. (B) Block diagram of the position controller with
distance-based kinematics modification. In the baseline controller, gait phase
(φ ) is estimated in real-time with fixed task variables (χ) to generate reference
angles for the knee and ankle joints using data-driven kinematics models [23].
The stub avoidance controller modifies the reference joint angles based on dst.
Joint torques are generated with a proportional–integral–derivative position
controller based on the reference joint angles.

(e.g., too close to the next stairstep) or sudden changes in walk-
ing surface height (e.g., due to a curb or obstacle) [17]. In fact,
one study reported a substantially higher rate of falls with the
commercial Össur Power Knee II than a mechanical knee [18],
despite participants having higher balance confidence with the
powered device. One possible explanation is that normative
joint kinematics, while more efficient, naturally provide less
foot clearance than compensatory motions (e.g., mean of 15
mm [19] vs. 34.1 mm [20], respectively, during LW), thus
increasing the risk of stubbing in uncertain environments. In
contrast, the combination of proprioception and vision allows
AB individuals to make subtle adjustments to swing knee
kinematics and toe trajectories based on their foot position
relative to stairsteps or obstacles. Proper foot placement can
reduce the risk of stubs, trips, and falls on stairs [21], but this
is especially hard for prosthesis users who lack proprioception
and volitional control over the prosthesis [22].

Although many stumble recovery strategies have been pro-
posed for powered prosthetic legs [4], [24]–[26], recent studies
have focused on actively avoiding such events. Rezazadeh et
al. [14] enabled obstacle crossing using a phase variable-based
position controller, in which the user’s residual thigh motion
controls the prosthetic joint’s progression through nominal
AB walking kinematics. By holding their hips in an extended



position, the user was able to freeze the prosthetic knee in a
flexed position and then circumduct the leg over the obstacle.
However, this method requires an unnatural compensation to
cross an obstacle, and the maximum obstacle height is limited
by the maximum knee flexion during LW. Gordon et al. [27]
also utilized thigh kinematics as features for machine learning
to predict obstacle crossing intent after toe-off (TO) and
subsequently adjust the knee and ankle flexion, but the method
could only detect obstacles with 83% sensitivity. Mendez et
al. [17] enabled crossing obstacles of variable heights by
adjusting maximum knee flexion based on the time-integral
of the user’s residual thigh motion. However, this approach
requires the user’s hip to unnaturally hold the weight of the
prosthesis in an extended position over time to get extra knee
flexion, requiring a longer swing period for taller obstacles.
The same group enabled SA over different stairstep heights by
adjusting the prosthesis swing kinematics based on the user’s
residual thigh motion [28]. However, this method also requires
specific hip motions to provide adequate toe clearance, and
the controller’s dependence on thigh velocity and acceleration
makes it susceptible to inertial sensor noise.

While the above methods use common inertial sensors on
powered prostheses, suprasensory environmental perception
could potentially detect obstacles to avoid collisions without
intact joint compensations. For example, environmental fea-
tures collected by a laser distance meter [29], RGB camera
[30]–[32], depth camera such as LiDAR [33], or the fusion
of camera and inertial sensors [34], [35] have been utilized
to recognize the approaching terrain with high accuracy for
prosthesis control. The depth camera in [34] calculated the
vertical distance between the prosthetic foot and the top of the
obstacle so that extra knee flexion can be applied to provide
enough clearance to cross over obstacles up to 0.3 m in height.
However, the method required the user to significantly slow
down the walking speed to accommodate the computational
latency of processing the point cloud data. Thatte et al. [36]
used LiDAR mounted above the knee to measure ground
distance, allowing real-time optimization of swing kinematics
to avoid early foot contact (FC) during LW. However, this
method was not tested for crossing obstacles or stairs. None
of these methods account for varying foot placements during
SA to actively avoid stubbing the stairs.

Fortunately, there is an emerging opportunity to implement
real-time stub avoidance on powered prostheses as the size,
weight, power consumption, computational load, and cost
of environmental perception modalities continue to improve.
For example, RGB and LiDAR cameras have become more
affordable and lighter (e.g., LiDAR introduced to the Apple
iPhone 13 Pro), but they still face limitations for the prosthetic
use case such as high computational time [37], sensitivity to
motion [38] and environmental conditions (e.g., rain or fog)
[39], and Lambertian assumptions making them less effective
with transparent or light-reflective objects [40]. Alternatively,
ultrasonic sensors are even cheaper, lower power, and more
computationally efficient, and a wide range of outdoor applica-
tions [41] from automotive [42] to smart wheelchairs [43] have
demonstrated their ability to quickly and accurately measure
distances to close objects.

This paper presents an ultrasonic sensor-based method to
automatically modify the nominal kinematic trajectories of
a powered knee-ankle prosthesis for stub avoidance, without
requiring residual limb compensations. We mounted a single
ultrasonic sensor above the prosthetic ankle joint to detect
the distance to the upfront terrain. Based on these measure-
ments, our stub avoidance scheme (Fig. 1(A)) introduces extra
knee and ankle flexion to a baseline, phase-based controller
(Fig. 1(B)) that restores normative joint kinematics according
to a continuous data-driven model of LW and SA [23]. To
determine risky stepping conditions that require active stub
avoidance, we simulated nominal AB kinematics during SA
with different foot placements relative to the next stairstep.
We evaluated the efficacy of the stub avoidance controller by
conducting a case study with two transfemoral amputee (TF)
participants using a powered knee-ankle prosthesis during 1)
SA with risky foot placement and 2) LW obstacle crossing.
The stub avoidance controller reduced the stair stub rate by
89.95% compared to the baseline controller, without requiring
excessive hip flexion seen with passive prosthetic devices.
These participants also demonstrated an 87.5% stub avoidance
rate during LW obstacle crossing, without requiring excessive
hip motions. Finally, we performed an offline simulation using
pre-recorded ultrasonic data over a multi-activity circuit to
show a false positive (FP) activation rate of 1.23%, demon-
strating the robustness of the stub avoidance controller in real-
world scenarios.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the risky foot placement analysis for SA, the base-
line controller for SA and LW, the stub avoidance controller,
and the experimental and simulation methods to validate
controller performance. Section III summarizes the results of
the experiments in terms of the baseline controller’s ability
to restore normative joint biomechanics and the reduced stub
rate with the avoidance controller compared to the baseline.
Section IV discusses these results and explores possible future
studies. Finally, we conclude in Section V.

II. METHODS

This section summarizes how we designed and validated the
stub avoidance controller during LW and SA. To first deter-
mine when automatic stub avoidance is needed, we start with
an offline simulation using motion capture data to determine
when the foot is placed close enough to the next stairstep
to cause a stub event using nominal AB joint kinematics.
Next, we introduce the powered prosthetic leg used for this
study, followed by the description of the control framework for
both baseline and stub avoidance controllers. We then describe
the experiment procedure to validate the performance of both
controllers during LW and SA and assess the robustness with
a multi-activity simulation. Finally, we introduce the method
for analyzing the experimental data.

A. Stub Risk Stepping Condition in Stair Ascent

We define a clear step during SA as a step where the toe
trajectory never intersects with the stairs (either the first or
second stair step for step-over-step gait) during the swing



Fig. 2. Toe trajectories for stair ascending. Example toe trajectories for a
single subject for both left (solid red) and right (solid blue) legs and the
staircase (solid black) at 30◦ incline are shown in the figure. The grey dashed
line represents the shifted staircase based on the minimum horizontal distance
between the trajectory and stairstep from the simulation result. The red dot
indicates the left toe trajectory intersects with the shifted staircase to simulate
the situation when the foot is placed very close to the next stairstep.

phase, whereas a stub step does. An intersection can occur in
the early swing phase with the first stairstep or the late swing
phase with the second stairstep during step-over-step SA. The
knee and ankle joints of powered prostheses often follow
predefined kinematic patterns (time-invariant AB trajectories
in our case), so the resulting toe trajectories do not change
based on the foot placement on the stair tread. To determine
the reference safe distance between the prosthetic foot and the
next stairstep to avoid stubbing, pre-recorded motion capture
data [44] was simulated by plotting the static stair markers
with horizontal shifts towards the toe trajectories. For example,
Fig. 2 plots the left and right toe trajectories against the
stair markers at 30◦ incline (14.6 cm riser height, 29.5 cm
tread depth). To determine when the toe trajectory would
intersect/stub with the stairstep, we calculated the minimum
horizontal (x-axis) distance between the toe trajectory and the
stairstep edge when the trajectory is below the stairstep height
using

dmin = min{Sc
x −Tx(t) | ∀t,Sc

y > Ty(t)}, (1)

where Tx(t) and Ty(t) are time-dependant x- and y-coordinates
of the toe trajectory, respectively, throughout the swing phase.
For the cth stairstep edge for c∈{1,2,3,4}, Sc

x and Sc
y represent

the x- and y-coordinate, respectively.
Once we found the minimum distance, we shifted the x-

coordinate towards the toe trajectory by the same amount,
which is shown as the grey dashed line in Fig. 2 to mimic the
situation when the toe stubs the stair if the foot is placed dmin
amount of distance closer to the stair. By simulating across
multiple trials of experiment data at the same incline over
different subjects, we found the mean safe distance to SA
without stubs is 9.6 cm (3.8 inches).

B. Powered Knee-Ankle Prosthesis

This study used the powered knee-ankle prosthesis designed
in [11] as shown in Fig. 4. The prosthesis is equipped

with low-impedance actuators capable of producing high
torque through a custom 22:1 single-stage stepped-planet com-
pound planetary gear transmission. It uses G-SOLO Twitter
R80A/80VDC drivers (Elmo Motion Control, Petah Tikva,
Israel) to power the motors. The actuators are capable of
precise position control [11] with enough torque/power to
perform demanding activities such as SA [45]. The control
and signal processing code runs on a myRIO 1900 (National
Instruments, Austin, TX) at 500 Hz, and the prosthesis is
powered by four lithium-polymer batteries connected in series.
The residual thigh’s global orientation is measured using
a 3DM-CX5-25 (LORD Microstrain, Williston, VT) inertial
measurement unit (IMU), and motor positions are measured
using E5 optical quadrature encoders (US Digital, Vancouver,
WA) with velocities estimated using Savitzky-Golay differen-
tiation. The prosthetic foot is mounted under a 6-axis load cell
(M3564F, Sunrise Instruments, Nanning, China) at the distal
end of the ankle joint.

Unique to this study, an ultrasonic distance sensor (LV-
MaxSonar-EZTM, MaxBotix, Brainerd, MN) is attached above
the ankle on the shank. This ultrasonic sensor costs $34 (US
dollars), sizes 19.9×22.1×15.5 mm, weighs 4.3 g, consumes
11 mW, and samples at a maximum frequency of 40 Hz.
Although cutting-edge LiDARs may provide more information
to sense objects in front of the device by constructing point
clouds (e.g., CamBoard pico flexx, PMD Technologies [34]),
it is more expensive ($399), larger in size (68×17×7.35 mm),
weight (8 g), and power consumption (540-680 mW), while
having comparable sampling time (> 30 ms). As another ex-
ample, the LiDAR in the iPhone 13 Pro (Apple Inc., Cupertino,
CA) depends on the light and environment conditions (e.g.,
weak in sensing transparent objects) and is sensitive to motion
[38]. Alternatively, computer vision with an RGB camera can
also collect more information from the environment but is
subject to similar disadvantages to LiDAR with even higher
computational time [37]. Thus, we believe an ultrasonic sensor,
which can timely and accurately measure the distance to the
upfront terrain, is sufficient for our application considering the
known limitations of the alternative options.

C. Control Framework
The proposed controller is summarized in the block diagram

shown in Fig. 1(B). The stub avoidance controller, which
applies kinematics modification when on, adjusts the desired
kinematics enforced by the baseline controller. We first de-
scribe this baseline controller and then discuss the kinematics
modification in the stub avoidance controller.

1) Baseline Controller: The baseline controller enforces
virtual kinematic constraints [46] at the knee and ankle joints
determined by the kinematics models in our previous work
[23]. These models were derived from averaged joint kine-
matics from an AB dataset for walking and stair climbing.
The models return the desired joint angle θ

j
d and velocity θ̇

j
d

for joint j ∈{kne,ank}, which are continuous functions of task
and phase variables. Task contains the inclination and forward
speed on ground or stairs, which can be determined in real-
time [16] but were fixed in this study for simplicity (1 ms−1

for both SA and LW, and 26.5◦ for SA and 0◦ for LW).



The phase variable is estimated from the global thigh orien-
tation (measured by an onboard thigh IMU) as originally pro-
posed in [47]. Phase variable definitions have been extended
from LW [46] to ramp walking [16] and stair climbing [45],
but these recent definitions only considered two monotonic
sections of the thigh trajectory (descending and ascending
corresponding to S1 and S2 in Fig. 3(A)). These definitions
typically ignore or feedforward the second descending portion
of the thigh trajectory (S3 in Fig. 3(A)), thus diminishing the
user’s volition over gait progression. Cortino et al. [45] and
Hong et al. [48] solved this problem by redefining the gait
cycle to start and end at maximum hip flexion (MHF) rather
than heel strike (HS), but this approach is sensitive to accurate
and timely MHF detection in real-time.

Therefore, we propose a different definition by defining an
extra descending state (S3) between MHF and HS, based on
an estimate of the thigh angle at HS, see Fig. 3(A). The phase
variable (φ ) can then be calculated as follows based on the
state of the thigh trajectory:

φ =


θ HS

th −θth

θ HS
th −θ MHE

th
φ MHE if S1,

φ MHE +
θth−θ MHE

th
θ MHF

th −θ MHE
th

(φ MHF −φ MHE) if S2,

φ MHF +
θ MHF

th −θth
θ MHF

th −θ HS
th

(1−φ MHF) if S3,

(2)

where θ HS
th and θ TO

th are the thigh angle at HS and TO, re-
spectively. The coordinates (θ MHE

th ,φ MHE) and (θ MHF
th ,φ MHF)

represent the (thigh angle, phase) pair at the maximum hip
extension (MHE) and MHF, respectively. In pilot experiments,
some participants tended to swing the prosthetic legs backward
after TO, causing the MHE to occur later than TO. To avoid
the associated phase lag, we allow the phase to jump from
the current value to the expected TO phase φ TO using the
mean value from the AB dataset [44]. To ensure the phase is
continuous, we use a second-order Butterworth low-pass filter
(200 rad/s natural frequency, 0.9 damping ratio) to smooth the
jump if MHE occurs later than TO and replace the governing
equation in S2 with

φ = φ
TO +

θth −θ TO
th

θ MHF
th −θ TO

th
(φ MHF −φ

TO). (3)

A finite-state machine (FSM) is used to select and transition
from the three segments S1, S2, and S3, depending on mea-
surements and detection of the critical gait events. Because
the thigh angle is not always as clean as depicted in Fig. 3(A)
(e.g., could have additional local extrema resulting in extra
monotonic sections), the FSM is implemented to transition
not only sequentially between the three segments but also to
permit backtracking of the state when false detections occur.
The logic for this FSM is summarized in Fig. 3(B), where the
real-time method for detecting MHF and MHE is described
in our prior work [49]. The S1 to S2 transition can happen
if either MHE or early TO is detected. In S2, we allow the
transition back to S1 if the thigh angle is found to decrease
while there is FC. If MHF is detected, the FSM transitions
to S3. In S3, the FSM can transition back to S2 if the thigh
angle exceeds MHF. Finally, the FSM can transition into S1
from S3 once HS is detected.

S1 S2 S3

S1 S3S2

FC = 1

MHFor MHE

FC = 0 &    > 0.3

< >

& FC = 1

A

B

Fig. 3. Phase definition and state-machine-based transition logic. (A) The
phase variable (φ ) during level walking and stair ascending is based on the
thigh orientation angles in the sagittal plane (θth). The gait cycle contains
three sections: first descending S1, ascending S2, and second descending S3.
The yellow dots represent critical gait events of heel strike (HS), maximum
hip extension (MHE), toe-off (TO), and maximum hip flexion (MHF). Each
bracket contains the corresponding thigh angle and phase at those gait events.
(B) Flow chart depicting the gait segments and transition logic for the finite-
state machine. Forward transitions (S1 → S2 → S3 → S1) are determined
from gait features and foot contact (FC), and reverse transitions (S3 → S2
→ S1) occur after false detections are determined.

The baseline controller tracks the reference joint an-
gles provided by the virtual constraints using a propor-
tional–integral–derivative (PID) position controller. The PID
controller commands motor torque by

τ
j = k j

p

(
θ

j
d −θ

j
)
+ k j

i

∫ (
θ

j
d −θ

j
)

dt + k j
d

(
θ̇

j
d − θ̇

j
)

(4)

where θ j and θ̇ j are the measured joint angle and velocity,
respectively, and k j

p, k j
i , and k j

d are the (constant) proportional,
integral, and derivative gains (see Table S2). These gains
were determined iteratively during pilot trials to maximize the
tracking performance of each joint without providing excessive
torques. Note larger proportional and integral gains are needed
to support and push up the user’s weight during the stance
phase compared to swing. The same set of gains was used for
both LW and SA and for both participants.

2) Stub Avoidance Controller: A conceptual diagram of
the stub avoidance controller is shown in Fig. 1(A). The
controller modifies the desired joint angles from the kinematic
models in Fig. 1(B), where the switch enables the kinemat-
ics modification. This adjustment is based on the ultrasonic
sensor’s distance measurements to determine how much extra
knee flexion and ankle plantarflexion are needed to clear a
stairstep or obstacle. The modified knee and ankle reference
angles, θ kne

d and θ ank
d , are calculated based on the real-time

measurement distance during each stance phase:

θ kne
d = θ kne

vc +Γ [kkne · ⟨dsafe −dst⟩] (5)



θ ank
d = θ ank

vc +Γ [kank · ⟨dsafe −dst⟩] (6)

where θ kne
vc and θ ank

vc are the desired knee and ankle angles
from the kinematics models described previously [23]. dst is
the minimum distance measured from the ultrasonic sensor
during the most recent stance phase, and dsafe is a safe distance
chosen later. ⟨·⟩ denotes a rectifier, returning its value only
when the value is positive and zero otherwise. The proportional
gains, kkne and kank, were tuned during pilot sessions to
achieve the prosthetic knee joint’s maximum flexion angle
after measuring zero distance between the prosthetic toe and
an obstacle, allowing clearance of the highest obstacle in
our laboratory. These gains were also proven effective in
navigating the steepest stair inclination without stubs. During
these pilot trials, we found that ankle plantarflexion creates
more ground clearance than dorsiflexion for both stair ascend-
ing and obstacle crossing, which matches with the changes
in ankle flexion reported in [17] during obstacle crossing.
Therefore, kank is chosen to be negative to generate ankle
plantarflexion. Γ[·] is a second-order Butterworth low-pass
filter that is only applied to the extra flexion term. This filter
is necessary to reduce the instability potentially caused by the
step response of flexion, especially when the flexion amount
is large (i.e., foot placed very close to the obstacle/stairs
dsafe ≫ dst). The Butterworth filter (20 rad/s natural frequency,
critically damped) was chosen to keep the original slope of
joint angles before and after the flexion occurs. The kinematics
modification applies immediately after the TO and disengages
when the phase is greater than 0.8, giving the leg enough time
to extend to the desired position to prepare for the HS.

For SA, the safe distance dsafe = 26 cm was determined
by adding 1) dmin = 9.6 cm from Section II-A, 2) the fixed
distance between the sensor and the toe (15.24 cm), and 3)
about 1 cm margin of safety to avoid stubs when the foot is
placed near but behind the line. For obstacle crossing in LW,
dst is the minimum distance measured during stance when the
global shank orientation is greater than −5◦ from vertical, and
dsafe = 55 cm was chosen during pilot sessions based on the
comfortable step length to step over the obstacle. All gains
and parameters are summarized in Table S2.

D. Experimental Protocol

The study involved two TF participants using the powered
knee-ankle prosthesis designed in [11]. Table S3 summarizes
participant anthropometrics and other general information. The
University of Michigan Institutional Review Board granted
approval for the research protocol on August 28, 2020, with
protocol number HUM00166976. Each subject provided writ-
ten informed consent before the experiment. At the beginning
of each experiment, the powered prosthetic leg was fit by a
licensed prosthetist with proper alignment. Both participants
had more than 5 hours of experience using the powered
prosthesis prior to the experimental study conducted in this
paper. The participants were trained with the new controller
for at least 2 hours prior to data collection. During this time,
the stair inclination was set to 26.5◦ for both participants based
on their comfort.

A B
Fig. 4. Experiment Setup. Experimental setup for both (A) stair ascending,
and (B) obstacle crossing to validate the baseline and stub avoidance con-
troller. (A) Yellow tapes are placed on each stair to indicate the safe line
without stubbing from the simulation results. The participants are asked to
step in front of or behind the yellow line during stair ascending to induce
or prevent stubs, respectively. (B) The black rectangular bar is used as the
obstacle with yellow tapes in front of and behind to indicate the region for
foot placement based on the comfortable step length to step over the obstacle
from the acclimation trials.

The experimental setup for stair stub avoidance is shown in
Fig. 4(A). The safe distance from the edge of each stairstep
found in Section II-A was indicated using yellow strips of
tape on the stairs. A step in front of the line (close to the next
stairstep) means the participant has a high stub risk, while
a step behind the line (far from the next stairstep) means
low risk. We turned the stub avoidance controller (kinematics
modification) on or off for different trials to compare the
kinematics and stub rate of the prosthetic leg with and without
the extra joint flexion. To minimize bias from the participants,
they were not informed whether the stub avoidance controller
was turned on or off. Four conditions in total were considered
for this experiment: 1) step close with the controller, 2) step
far with the controller, 3) step close without the controller,
and 4) step far without the controller. At the beginning of
each trial, we instructed the participant to step either close
or far on the stairs, and actual step placement relative to the
line was recorded by the side camera and manually marked
during post-processing. We performed 48 trials in total with
those four conditions assigned randomly with an equal number
for each. A mandatory 2–5 minute break was given every 8
trials. To minimize transients and obtain stair kinematics more
representative of a steady-state activity, the participants started
each trial with at least one LW stride before transitioning to
SA. Similarly, to avoid a sudden stop on the last stair step,
they were instructed to transition and continue after the SA
for some LW strides. The stub avoidance controller was only
used during SA, and the participant walked at their own self-
selected pace. The stair steps were video recorded for later
processing to determine stub events.

The obstacle crossing setup is shown in Fig. 4(B). A
box with dimensions 60.3 × 12.1 × 17.1 cm was placed in the
middle of the parallel bars walkway. Yellow strips of tape
were placed an average step length away from the obstacle
on both sides to improve foot placement consistency when
crossing the obstacle. For each trial, the participant walked
at least one stride with the prosthetic leg before and after
crossing the obstacle, leading with the healthy leg during the
crossing. Participants performed 8 trials with each obstacle
height (12.1 cm and 17.1 cm), taking a 2–5 minute break
between different obstacle heights.



E. Multi-Activity Simulation

To evaluate the robustness of the proposed method (i.e.,
FP rate for triggering extra flexion) during daily activities,
we simulated the stub avoidance controller using ultrasonic
measurements from a pre-recorded multi-activity dataset from
our prior work [50], which includes sit-stand, level/ramp
walking, turning, stair ascent/descent, and continuous tran-
sitions between those activities. The data comes from an
experiment conducted with TF01 using the same hardware
setup, including the ultrasonic sensor. The participant was
instructed to perform the above activities continuously in a
relatively narrow laboratory full of chairs, desks, and parallel
bars, which introduced challenges for triggering unnecessary
extra flexions. In this simulation, we assume perfect activity
classifications and ground slope estimation. We classified
false events by extra flexion greater than 3.56◦ for the knee
and 2.33◦ for the ankle, which correspond to the minimal
perceptible changes in those joint angles by AB [51], [52].

We made several changes to the distance-measuring method
to accommodate the additional complexity of this environ-
ment without affecting the performance of the stub avoidance
controller in the previously described SA and LW scenarios.
Instead of taking the minimum distance dst when the global
shank orientation is greater than −5◦ from vertical during
stance, we used a moving average filter with a 10-sample
window to calculate the mean distance when the shank is
within a small angle threshold of being perpendicular to the
ground during each stance. In addition, we used the distance
history to check whether the participant is approaching the
obstacle by comparing the distance from the last stride dt−1

st
with the current stride dt

st. The extra flexion is only triggered
if 1) dt−1

st > dt
st +dsafe, and 2) dt

st < dsafe. Finally, we classify
turning based on the roll, pitch, and yaw measurement from
the thigh IMU within one stride and void the distance mea-
surement if the heading direction is changed by more than
30◦ within a stride. To ensure these controller adjustments
would not invalidate this paper’s real-time results, we also ran
a simulation with the obstacle-crossing experiment data and
confirmed the extra flexion before and after the changes are
comparable for each trial.

F. Data Analysis

To assess the biomimicry of the baseline controller for
both LW and SA, we compared the logged prosthetic-side
kinematics during steady-state gait (without extra flexion) to
mean AB kinematic data [44], which we quantified using
the mean absolute peak errors. To assess the stub avoidance
controller, we compared the prosthetic-side kinematics with
and without extra flexion in terms of sagittal and frontal
thigh angles, phase variables, and knee and ankle angles.
Because vaulting (i.e., mid-stance plantarflexion of the intact-
side ankle) is a common compensation to facilitate prosthesis
ground clearance, we further quantified the frequency of
vaulting using video recordings of every SA and LW trial.

To further assess stub avoidance during SA, we constructed
two confusion matrices defined in Fig. S5. True positive (TP),
false negative (FN), false positive (FP), and true negative

(TN) are marked on each confusion matrix. The accuracy of
the simulated safe line was evaluated using data where the
stub controller was disabled, and the effectiveness of the stub
controller was evaluated using data where the subject stepped
close to the next stairstep. For the safe line evaluation without
the stub avoidance controller, stubs would ideally occur only
when the participant steps close to the next stairstep. For the
stub rate evaluation when stepping close to the stairs, stubs
would ideally occur only when the stub avoidance controller
is off. In addition, the controller evaluation matrix was used
to calculate the stub rate (SR) with/without the stub avoidance
controller (during risky steps) as follows:

SR =

{ FP
TP+FP if Stub Avoidance On,

TN
TN+FN if Stub Avoidance Off

(7)

We also evaluated the stub avoidance controller during ob-
stacle crossing by calculating the stub rate by dividing the
number of stub strides by the total number of obstacle crossing
strides. To evaluate whether the proposed method can cross
obstacles without delay due to the extra knee and ankle
flexions, we compared the average stance and swing times
between the obstacle crossing strides and normal walking
strides, as recorded by the powered prosthetic leg.

To evaluate the FP rate of triggering extra flexion in the
multi-activity simulation, we consider all the knee and ankle
extra flexions that are greater than 3.56◦ and 2.33◦ (mean
knee joint angle change that humans can perceive [51], [52]),
respectively, as FPs. We then divided the number of FPs by
the total number of strides to report the FP rate of triggering
extra flexion during level/ramp walking. We also report the
mean and standard deviation of FP extra flexions.

III. RESULTS

The following subsections summarize experimental results
with two TF participants using a powered knee-ankle prosthe-
sis with and without the stub avoidance controller during SA
and LW. Summary statistics are presented for all participants,
but for conciseness, the kinematics plots highlight a represen-
tative amputee participant, TF01. Refer to the Supplementary
Materials for plots of TF02.

A. Baseline Kinematics

To assess biomimicry, we compare the baseline controller’s
kinematics (without extra joint flexion for stub avoidance) to
the nominal AB data from an open-access dataset [44] for
both SA and LW in Fig. 5 for TF01 and Fig. S2 for TF02.
Fig. 5 also shows the participant’s passive prosthesis data [53],
[54]. The stair kinematics from the baseline controller follow
the same pattern with similar magnitude as AB data, except
for a phase shift due to the differences in thigh motion. In
contrast, the passive leg data have a noticeable deviation from
both nominal and powered prosthetic leg data. In the passive
leg case, the thigh kinematics have a very large standard
deviation before the mid-swing phase, and the ankle angle
stays mostly constant indicating a lack of push-off assistance
during SA. For LW, the mean kinematics from the baseline
controller are mostly within one standard deviation of the AB



Fig. 5. Baseline controller kinematics comparison with able-bodied data for TF01. TF01’s experimental results with the baseline controller compared with
nominal able-bodied kinematics [44] for both stair ascending (first row) and level walking (second row). The solid black lines represent the ideal phase variable
progression and the nominal kinematics, while the solid red lines show the results of the baseline controller. Kinematics using the participant’s passive leg
[53], [54] are plotted as blue solid lines. Shaded regions indicate ±1 standard deviation. The vertical lines demonstrate the average toe-off percentage gait
cycle for the corresponding data. Positive kinematic values correspond to knee flexion or ankle dorsiflexion.

data for the knee and ankle joints, and the phase variable
has a nearly linear trend with a slight lag during the early-
mid stance phase. Although the thigh trajectory of passive
leg walking has a similar shape to both AB and baseline, it
demonstrates a higher thigh extension and later TO phase,
indicating a shorter/faster swing phase than AB. Additionally,
the passive ankle joint exhibits large plantarflexion (negative
angle) during early stance and early swing when no angular
displacement is expected.

Table S1 summarizes the mean and standard deviation of
absolute kinematic errors at the maximum and minimum peak
angles for the thigh, knee, and ankle of each participant to
quantify the difference between the experimental and nominal
data. For the powered prosthesis, the largest difference during
SA (3.92◦) and LW (4.78◦) occurred at the knee and thigh
joint, respectively, while the smallest difference during SA
(1.12◦) and LW (0.82◦) both occurred at the ankle joint
for both participants. The passive leg kinematics for TF01
exhibited a large difference from the nominal AB data during
SA; the largest mean error (39.45◦) occurred at the knee joint
for the maximum peak. The passive leg caused higher peak
error than the powered prosthetic leg over all joints for TF01
(more than 40 times higher at the knee joint).

B. Stub Avoidance Kinematics

The kinematics and phase variable for TF01 are compared
between the baseline controller and the stub avoidance con-
troller for both SA and LW in Fig. 6. Minimal hip com-

pensation can be observed in the average thigh trajectory
during stub avoidance; this trajectory is largely within one
standard deviation of the baseline controller, especially for
SA. For SA stub avoidance, the thigh trajectory root-mean-
square-error (RMSE) is 4.54 ± 1.65◦ for TF01 and 3.69 ±
1.62◦ for TF02. For obstacle crossing, because the kinematics
are very similar across the two obstacle heights, they are
pooled together for conciseness in the bottom row. The sagittal
plane thigh trajectory shows a double peak near MHF that
slightly overshoots the nominal peak thigh angle by 4.15◦

for TF01. The second row of Supplemental Fig. S3 shows
a similar trend except the thigh angle difference near MHF is
smaller (3.03◦) for TF02. The thigh trajectory RMSE during
LW obstacle avoidance is 5.34 ± 1.64◦ for TF01 and 4.55
± 1.15◦ for TF02 when comparing LW without obstacle and
stub avoidance with an obstacle. In addition, Fig. S4 highlights
the minimal difference in the frontal-plane thigh trajectories
(relating to hip abduction) between the baseline controller and
stub avoidance controller.

The knee angle comparison in Fig. 6 shows the stub
avoidance controller provided about 10◦ of extra flexion during
SA and more than 40◦ of extra flexion to the baseline controller
during LW obstacle crossing. A less noticeable change is
added to the ankle during SA due to the large variation near the
minimum peak, while approximately 10◦ of extra plantarflex-
ion is observed during obstacle crossing. The joint angles
of the baseline and stub avoidance controllers at HS match
well for both cases. On average, TF01 and TF02 reach the



Fig. 6. Stub avoidance controller kinematics comparison with baseline controller for TF01. Comparison of TF01’s kinematics and phase variable between
baseline (red) and stub avoidance (green) controllers. The first row compares stair ascending with and without the stub avoidance controller (when no stub
occurs), and the second row compares level walking with obstacle crossing on level ground. Shaded regions indicate ±1 standard deviation. Average toe-off
percentage gait cycle are indicated as vertical lines in the figure. Positive kinematic values correspond to knee flexion or ankle dorsiflexion.

maximum knee flexion at 75.29± 1.68% and 73.96± 0.96%
of the LW gait cycle, respectively, when the obstacle is present,
compared to 71.69±2.13% and 72.71±3.33%, respectively,
when no obstacle is presented.

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of stance and swing time during
LW with or without the presence of an obstacle. On average,
the swing time was 24.9 ms longer with an obstacle for TF01.
In contrast, TF02 had a negligible swing time difference less
than 0.4 ms. Both participants exhibited longer stance time
(TF01: +280.8 ms, TF02: +79.2 ms) with obstacles.

Finally, we observed a reduction in the frequency of intact-
side vaulting during SA when the stub avoidance controller
was on (54.8%) vs. off (65.9%) for TF02, who was the only
participant to utilize this compensation during SA. We did not
observe any such compensation during LW obstacle crossing
with the stub avoidance controller.

C. Stub Avoidance Metrics

In the following subsections, we count any form of interac-
tion between the prosthetic leg and stairs/obstacles during the
swing phase as a stub, including kicking, scuffing, etc.

1) Stair Ascent: We first validate our experiment design
(the ability to induce stair stubbing conditions) by evaluating
the stub rate when stepping in front of vs. behind the safe
line (close vs. far from the next stairstep) with the baseline
controller. The results are given in the confusion matrices of
Fig. 8(A). As expected, we see a reasonably high rate of TP,
meaning a stub occurred because the participant stepped in

Fig. 7. Stance and swing time comparison. Stance and swing time for
level walking with and without obstacles for each participant. The error bar
represents ± 1 standard deviation.

front of the safe line (49.09% on average), with a similar rate
of FP, meaning no stub occurred despite stepping in front of
the safe line (50.91% on average). We also see a high rate of
TN, meaning no stub occurred when stepping safely behind the
safe line (93.55% on average), and a low rate of FN, meaning
a stub occurred despite stepping far from the next stairstep
(6.45% on average). These results indicate that, by instructing
participants to step in front of the safe line during SA, our
experimental protocol can induce a high risk of stubbing for
the purpose of evaluating the stub avoidance controller.
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Fig. 8. Confusion matrices and bar chart for stub rates during stair ascending. (A) quantifies the experimental accuracy of the simulated safe line when the
stub controller was disabled, highlighting the high stub rate (TF01: 55.60%, TF02: 42.90%) when placing the prosthetic foot close to the next stairstep. (B)
quantifies the stub rates with and without the stub avoidance controller (On vs. Off) when the subject intentionally steps close to the next stairstep, highlighting
the low stub rate (TF01: 6.90%, TF02: 3.30%) with the stub avoidance controller. (C) Stub rate comparison between baseline (red) and stub avoidance (green)
controllers when the prosthetic foot is close to the next stairstep, i.e., in front of the safe line.

The effectiveness of the stub avoidance controller is evalu-
ated by the stub rate when stepping in front of the safe line
with or without the stub avoidance controller. This protocol
restricts our analysis to high risk conditions where the stub
avoidance controller is most necessary, but does not allow
analysis of undesirable “false” activations of the stub avoid-
ance controller (which will be considered later). The confusion
matrices of Fig. 8(B) show a very high TP rate (94.92% on
average), meaning the stub avoidance controller successfully
avoided a stub, with a very low FP rate (5.08% on average),
where the stub avoidance controller failed to prevent a stub.
The rate of TN, meaning a stub occurred as expected because
the stub avoidance controller was off, matches the TP rate
(49.09% on average) for the safe line evaluation in Fig. 8(A),
which indeed correspond to the same experimental condition.
Similarly, the rate of FN, meaning no stub occurred despite
the stub controller being off, matches the FP rate (50.91% on
average) for the safe line evaluation in Fig. 8(A).

Finally, Fig. 8(C) shows the stub avoidance controller re-
duced the stub rate by 87.6% for TF01 and 92.3% for TF02.

2) Obstacle Crossing: For the obstacle crossing experi-
ment, each participant performed 16 trials of successful obsta-
cle crossings, despite a toe stub rate of 0% for TF01 and 25%
for TF02. TF02 scuffed twice on each of the 4.75-inch and
6.75-inch obstacles but was still able to cross the obstacles in
all cases.

3) Robustness in a Multi-Activity Circuit: We further eval-
uated the robustness of the stub avoidance controller in an
offline simulation with pre-recorded ultrasonic data from a
multi-activity circuit including sitting, standing, level and ramp
walking, turning, stair ascending/descending, and transitions
between them in a relatively narrow lab environment, all
without obstacles. In our prior work [50], TF01 was instructed
to perform as many continuous laps of these activities as
possible, providing 660 strides for our analysis. We simulated

the stub avoidance controller’s output to check whether extra
flexion would be falsely triggered during these activities. Be-
cause the stub avoidance controller can produce a continuous
range of extra flexion depending on the distance measurement
(including very small values), we classified false events by
extra flexion greater than 3.56◦ for the knee and 2.33◦ for the
ankle, which correspond to the minimal perceptible changes
in those joint angles by AB [51], [52]. The overall FP rate
was 1.23%, where those false events produced on average
10.22 ± 5.20◦ of extra flexion for the knee (extra ankle
flexion is proportional to the knee by scaling factor −0.25). All
occurrences of extra flexion, including false events, returned
the knee trajectory back to nominal value by HS.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Biomimicry of Baseline Controller

The similarity between the experimental kinematics and
nominal AB kinematics (Figs. 5-6, Figs. S2-S4) indicates
that the baseline controller of the powered prosthetic leg
restored a reasonably normative gait for the amputee users.
For SA, the higher peak flexion and large standard deviation in
residual thigh motion when TF01 used the passive prosthesis
to climb stairs indicate they compensated with their hip to
clear the step due to the non-biomimetic knee and ankle
kinematics. In particular, the user extended the thigh backward
after TO causing the large second minimum in Fig. 5 and
then rapidly flexed the thigh to trigger prosthetic knee flexion
during the early swing phase, which is reported as an effective
compensatory strategy to avoid tripping during SA [55]. This
behavior was not necessary with the powered prosthetic leg,
but this came with a risk of stubbing when stepping close
to a stairstep without active stub avoidance (Fig. 8). The
difference is even more significant for TF02, who was unable
to perform step-over-step SA with their passive prosthesis,



instead adopting a step-to-step gait (not shown because we
excluded this style of SA gait from the protocol).

The phase variable of the baseline controller in Fig. 5 shows
a flat region corresponding to slower thigh movement during
the late stance of SA, which reflects the user’s thigh motion
pausing at this point of the gait cycle. This could be the
result of participants visually inspecting their foot placement to
achieve the instructed position and/or a compensation strategy
from the habitual use of their passive device to swing the
prosthetic leg backward after TO. This pause in the phase
variable, which caused a corresponding pause in the prosthetic
joint patterns, explains the phase shift seen with respect to AB
joint kinematics over normalized time (% gait cycle).

For LW, the baseline controller kinematics closely resemble
the nominal AB kinematics while the passive kinematics do
not. The passive knee kinematics do not reach the desired
maximum flexion, which is critical to generate enough foot
clearance. Therefore, more compensation is expected if the
participant wants to step over obstacles with the passive leg.

In most cases, the mean absolute errors of the minimum
peaks between the prosthetic and AB joint kinematics (Ta-
ble S1) are smaller than the variation in joint angles that AB
individuals can perceive (knee ≈ 3.56◦ [51], ankle ≈ 2.33◦

[52]) for both SA and LW. While the knee joint shows the
same trend for the maximum peak, the ankle joint shows
higher mean peak errors for both participants. This can be
explained by the higher tracking error in the ankle joint during
the stance phase in Supplemental Fig. S1. In addition, the
kinematics models [23] that were used to compute the desired
joint angles of the baseline controller have a maximum mean
fitting RMSE of 2.21◦ and 0.94◦ for the knee and ankle joints,
respectively, which could also contribute to the peak error in
Table S1.

B. Stub Avoidance Controller Performance

1) Kinematics: For both participants, the thigh motions dur-
ing SA (Fig. 6, Fig. S3) were almost equivalent with and with-
out the stub avoidance controller, indicating the participants
required no compensations to utilize the extra joint flexion.
Therefore, the phase variable, knee, and ankle kinematics are
very similar except for the extra flexion added to the knee
and ankle joints. The extra flexion stopped at about 85% of
the gait cycle to allow normal foot placement on the next
stairstep. Moreover, the observed reduction in the frequency of
intact-side vaulting with the stub avoidance controller for TF02
suggests that the proposed method may help reduce intact-side
compensations commonly used to facilitate ground clearance.

Obstacle crossing exhibited thigh motion that was compa-
rable to normal LW except for an earlier, larger peak at MHF
before returning to the normative peak (Fig. 6). The mean
discrepancy of 3.59◦ could be the result of the participant’s
intention to raise the thigh and step over the obstacle, or the
knee torque required to achieve 40◦ of extra flexion may have
caused a reaction torque at the hip. This double peak caused
a slightly faster progression of phase near MHF. Near MHE,
we observed a smaller double peak in the thigh angle and
a delay of the average TO phase, which could be due to a

distinct obstacle-crossing motion of the intact leg. Following
obstacle crossing, the joint angles at HS matched normal
walking, allowing the next step to continue as usual. With
minimal thigh angle differences in both the sagittal (Fig. 6 and
Fig. S3) and frontal planes (Fig. S4), participants were able to
cross obstacles and stairs without substantial thigh kinematic
compensations. Moreover, we did not observe vaulting during
LW obstacle crossing, whereas Mendez et al. demonstrated
that exaggerated vaulting motions are commonly used by
passive prosthesis users to clear obstacles [17].

According to Fig. 7, our controller allowed the TF partic-
ipants to cross obstacles without extra swing time. Because
the stub avoidance controller anticipated the amount of extra
swing flexion based on ultrasonic readings during the pre-
ceding stance phase, the knee could start flexing as soon as
TO with increasing angular velocity to reach the maximum
flexion. This demonstrated a more natural and expedient way
to cross obstacles compared to the method proposed in [17],
where longer swing times were required for the thigh angle
integral to generate enough knee flexion.

2) Avoidance Rate: Overall, the safe line evaluation with
the baseline controller in Fig. 8(A) shows a 12.1% probability
of stubbing during SA when the foot was placed behind
the line, whereas the risk was more than 4 times higher
(49.09%) when stepping in front of the line. This baseline
stub rate was lower for TF02 (42.90%) than TF01 (55.60%)
mainly because of the former’s vaulting motion from the intact
leg to generate more ground clearance. Other compensations,
such as hip circumduction, could also contribute to the stub
rates of TF participants. The high stub rates demonstrate the
importance of the stub avoidance controller, which reduced
the overall stub rate from 49.09% to 5.08% (Fig. 8(B) and
Fig. 8(C)) during risky stepping conditions. Although TF01
was able to achieve a similar stub rate during passive leg
trials with normal stepping conditions, it required significant
hip compensations shown in Fig. 5 (blue lines) to avoid stair
stubbing. With our stub avoidance controller, the participant
achieved a comparable avoidance rate during risky stepping
conditions without any extra thigh motion (Fig. 6).

Although the stub avoidance controller generated enough
clearance to cross the obstacle without kicking it in all trials,
a few scuffs were observed with TF02 and counted as stubs.
After completing the first participant (TF02), we realized the
knee velocity’s rate limit of 350 ◦ s−1 was too conservative
when walking at a fast speed. Hence, the extra knee flexion
was too slow in some of TF02’s trials. After we increased the
rate limit to 500 ◦ s−1 for TF01, we successfully achieved a
0% stub rate for both obstacle heights.

The offline simulation results in Section III-C3 demonstrate
the robustness of the stub avoidance controller in daily loco-
motion with a low FP rate (1.23%) for triggering extra flexion
when no obstacle is presented in multiple activities. For those
FP strides, the extra flexions gradually returned back to 0
around 80% of the gait cycle, ensuring the prosthetic foot is
in a good position at HS. In addition, previous studies have
shown negligible effects of kinematic differences in early to
mid-swing on gait stability during level and ramp walking
[56], [57], which further reduces the risk of FP stub avoidance



flexion.

C. Limitations and Future Work

This study has several limitations. First, this proof-of-
concept case study only included two participants, which
is insufficient to perform statistical analysis and confirm
the generalizability of the proposed method to the broader
population. Second, our stub avoidance controller assumed
the highest step/obstacle height because the current sensor
configuration cannot measure stair/obstacle height, resulting in
excess flexion for the lower obstacle height. Possible solutions
include 1) estimating obstacle height using its correlation with
the thigh angle at MHF, or 2) using a closed-loop distance
feedback controller during swing. Third, the stub avoidance
controller is open-loop due to the low sampling frequency
of the ultrasonic sensors (40 Hz) and the measurement noise
when pointing towards uneven surfaces. Although the distance
measurement was filtered to reduce noise, jumps in the ul-
trasonic signal were still observed for a few strides of data,
especially during SA. Therefore, we used a conservative safe
distance to calculate extra flexion on stairs, which resulted in
possibly unnecessary flexion when stepping far enough from
the stairstep. Using a more reliable ultrasonic sensor with a
higher sampling frequency may resolve these issues. Fourth,
the proposed sensor setup (6.35 cm above the ankle) would
require the user to roll up long pants to prevent blocking the
ultrasonic sensor. Alternatively, the small ultrasonic sensor
could be relocated to the shoe. Finally, the study did not
address stubs during stair descent, which would require fast
and accurate measurements of distance from the stair riser
behind the prosthetic foot during swing phase.

Future work includes validating the controller on more
amputee participants to determine clinical outcomes, analyzing
the intact-side kinematics, extracting stair/obstacle height as
an additional input to the stub avoidance controller, and
performing closed-loop distance tracking. In addition, we
could consider replacing the ultrasonic sensor as LiDAR
sensors become smaller, cheaper, and more efficient for mobile
applications, which could provide more environmental features
(like step/obstacle height, depth, etc.). Finally, distance sensing
also provides a good measurement range and could provide
useful time-series data for detecting changes in the approach-
ing terrain, motivating future work in activity classification
including early detection of activity transition strides.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented an ultrasonic distance-based kine-
matics modification method for automatic stub avoidance on
top of a baseline controller that restores nominal able-bodied
kinematics for amputee users. The stub avoidance controller
reduced the stub rate by about 90% during risky stair step-
ping conditions (associated with approximately 50% chance
of stubbing without active avoidance). The stub avoidance
controller also enabled obstacle crossing through sufficient
extra knee flexion, with only minor scuffs contributing to the
12.5% stub rate. The stub avoidance controller had a negligible
effect on the motion of the residual hip and in fact reduced

ankle vaulting on the sound side, demonstrating that kinematic
compensations were not required to clear steps and obstacles.
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1 Fig. S1: Example of PID controller tracking

Fig. S1: Example of PID controller tracking. Examples of the position (PID)
controller tracking during stair ascending (left) and level walking (right) for the
knee (top) and ankle (bottom) with the baseline controller. The red and orange
lines with the shaded regions represent the experimental kinematics from the data
log of the prosthetic leg and the virtual constraints from the kinematics model,
respectively.
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2 Fig. S2: Baseline controller kinematics compari-
son with able-bodied data for TF02

Fig. S2: Baseline controller kinematics comparison with able-bodied data for
TF02. TF02’s experimental results with the baseline controller compared with
nominal able-bodied kinematics for both stair ascending (first row) and level walk-
ing (second row). The solid black lines represent the ideal phase variable progres-
sion and the nominal kinematics, while the solid red lines show the experimental
results. Shaded regions indicate ±1 standard deviation. The vertical lines demon-
strate the average toe-off phases for the corresponding data. Positive kinematic
values correspond to knee flexion or ankle dorsiflexion. No passive leg data are
shown in the plot as TF02 cannot perform step-by-step stair ascending with his
passive leg.
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3 Fig. S3: Stub avoidance controller kinematics com-
parison with baseline controller for TF02

Fig. S3: Stub avoidance controller kinematics comparison with baseline con-
troller for TF02. Comparison of TF02’s kinematics and phase variable between
baseline (red) and stub avoidance (green) controllers. The first row compares
stair ascending with and without the stub avoidance controller (when no stub oc-
curs), and the second row compares level walking with obstacle crossing on level
ground. Shaded regions indicate ±1 standard deviation. Average toe-off phases
are indicated as vertical lines in the figure. Positive kinematic values correspond
to knee flexion or ankle dorsiflexion.
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4 Fig. S4: Frontal plane thigh trajectory for both
TF01 and TF02

Fig. S4: Frontal plane thigh kinematics. The first column compares the thigh
trajectory in the frontal plane during stair ascending with the baseline (red) and the
stub avoidance (green) controller to assess hip abduction. The same comparison
is made in the second column between obstacle crossing with the stub avoidance
controller and level walking (no obstacle) with the baseline controller.
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5 Fig. S5: Confusion matrices example

Fig. S5: Confusion matrices example. Example of confusion matrices that eval-
uate (A) the accuracy of the simulated safe line and (B) stub avoidance controller
performance. (A) only uses data with baseline controller, where stubs are ex-
pected if the foot is placed close to stairs and no stubs otherwise, (B) only uses
data when the foot is placed close to stairs, where stubs are only expected when
the stub avoidance controller is on. True positive (TP), false negative (FN), false
positive (FP), and true negative (TN) are marked on each confusion matrix.
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6 Table S1: Statistics of Absolute Error Between
Experimental and Mean Able-bodied Kinematics
at Maximum and Minimum Peaks

Table S1: Statistics of Absolute Error Between Experimental and Mean Able-
bodied Kinematics at Maximum and Minimum Peaks∗

Thigh Knee Ankle
Activity TF01 TF01-PAS TF02 TF01 TF01-PAS TF02 TF01 TF01-PAS TF02
SA (↑) 2.45(1.79) 16.05 (7.44) 3.22(2.07) 1.20(1.18) 39.45 (2.45) 2.30(1.93) 2.08(0.75) 6.71 (1.79) 3.29(0.82)
SA (↓) 1.49(1.09) 16.72 (6.51) 3.31(1.29) 3.32(0.96) 4.28 (0.38) 3.92(1.21) 1.12(0.10) 13.26 (0.50) 1.20(0.06)
LW (↑) 4.78(1.46) 14.37 (3.44) 4.55(2.28) 1.79(1.07) 26.39(1.14) 1.25(1.16) 3.53(0.97) 4.30(1.15) 4.02(1.47)
LW (↓) 4.12(1.29) 17.41(10.88) 1.69(1.80) 0.93(0.42) 3.84(0.86) 1.10(0.74) 0.82(0.08) 2.02(1.10) 1.04(0.29)

∗ Table entries are in the form of mean (standard deviation). The data unit is in
degrees. ↑ represents the maximum peak, ↓ represents the minimum peak, and
PAS represents passive prosthesis.
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7 Table S2: Controller Parameters

Table S2: Controller Parameters
Stance Swing

Knee Ankle Knee Ankle
kp (Nm/deg) 6.5 12 1.0 12

ki (Nm/deg · s) 2.0 20 0.0 20
kd (Nms/deg) 0.08 0.14 0.08 0.14

Other parameters include kkne = 1.5 deg/cm, kank =−0.375 deg/cm,
dsafe = 55 cm for LW and dsafe = 26 cm for SA, and sdisengage =0.8.
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8 Table S3: Participant Anthropometrics and Gen-
eral Information

Table S3: Participant Anthropometrics and General Information

ID Sex Age Height Mass
Residual

Limb
Length

MFCL
Amputation

Type
Passive

Prosthesis

(yrs) (cm) (kg) (cm)

TF01 M 18 183 68 15.9 4 Knee-ankle
Genium
X3/Pro-
Flex LP

TF02 M 26 192 116 26.8 4 Knee-ankle
C Leg

4/Triase

MFCL refers to Medicare Functional Classification Level (i.e., K-level). Both
amputee participants were congenital amputees.
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9 Movie S1: Video demonstration of the baseline
and stub avoidance controllers

The example video file of the experiment is available to download in the supple-
mentary materials.
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10 Dataset S1: The datasets generated and analyzed
in the current study

The datasets generated and analyzed in the current study are available in the
Figshare repository: https://figshare.com/s/c4fa9beb4fb33172e7db
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